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correctly guessed the genome project.
But they struggled with this one: “Concentrating hundreds of millions of dollars
on this one megaproject in the era of budget
cuts is sure to starve hundreds of small,
more promising biomedical research projects.” The correct answer is the genome
project, which most people did not guess.

A decade after completion, many areas are reaping
benefits, but NEW CONCERNS have surfaced
BRITT E. ERICKSON, C&EN WASHINGTON

man Genome Project was successful, Collins said, finishing two years ahead of schedule and $400 million under budget. “One of
the reasons the genome project succeeded
was because it was so compelling. It was so
game changing. It was so interdisciplinary,”
he emphasized.
Others who have also worked in genomics since the beginning of the Human
Genome Project say the future of the field
looks bright. If DNA sequencing costs
continue to plummet, within a few years
sequencing individual genomes will be affordable for routine medical care. Current
costs are $4,000 to $6,000 per genome,
compared with about $10 million to
$50 million when the project ended in 2003
and $1 billion when it started in 1990, according to NHGRI Director Eric D. Green.
At last month’s symposium, Green reminisced about the early days of the genome
project when DNA sequence information
was generated using radioactive labels and
shared via fax. Today multiple technologies
are available for DNA sequencing, results
are shared by e-mail and Twitter, and an
entire genome sequence can be stored on a
thumb drive.
Green noted several medical advances
that resulted because of the genome project.
For example, today there are 4,847 rare ge-

1995 Haemophilus influenzae
sequence is completed
The first bacterial genome is sequenced.

1990 Human Genome Project begins
DOE and the National Institutes of
Health present project plan to Congress,
and the project formally begins.

1996 Yeast genome
sequence completed
Saccharomyces cerevisiae
genome is sequenced by an
international consortium.
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1997 DOE forms Joint
Genome Institute
New institute focuses on
high-throughput sequencing
and functional genomics.
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1998 Celera
Genomics forms
Firm’s goal is to
sequence the
human genome
in three years.

SHUTTERSTOCK (DNA, FRUIT FLY, RAT)

1986 Department of Energy announces
Human Genome Initiative
DOE national labs devote $5.3 million to
developing critical resources and technologies
after a conference in Santa Fe, N.M.

was hugely controversial. “The majority of
the scientific community was either skeptical or frankly opposed to this project,”
recalled NIH Director Francis S. Collins,
who led NIH’s National Human Genome
Research Institute (NHGRI) from 1993 to
2008. People were concerned that it was
technically unfeasible, might take away
money from their basic research grants, or
was just so boring that no good scientist
would want to work on it, he said.
Collins pointed out that NIH is facing
similar opposition today with respect to
the recently announced Brain Research
through Advancing Innovative Neurotechnologies (BRAIN) Initiative (C&EN, April
8, page 9). That effort aims to develop new
ways to map brain circuitry so researchers
can unravel how brain function is linked to
behavior, learning, and disease.
Collins played a game with the symposium audience, asking them to guess
whether various quotes were said in 1988
about the then-just-announced Human
Genome Project or this year about the
BRAIN Initiative. The quiz was published
on April 5, 2013, in Wired magazine.
The audience got off to a good start with
this quote: “The project is bad science,
it’s unthought-out science,
it’s hyped science.” They
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ly ended in 2003. The $3.8 billion, 13-year
effort accomplished its main objective of
completing the sequence of the 3 billion
chemical base pairs that make up human
DNA.
The project has led to mandatory genetic information on the labels of more than
100 drugs, has fostered new ways of treating cancer, and has rewritten anthropology
texts with a view of early human migration
that’s different from that shown by stones
and bones. It also laid the foundation for
sharing data freely without restrictions and
catalyzed a multi-billion-dollar biotechnology industry in the U.S.
But it’s still too soon to tell whether
the project will live up to its promise to
truly revolutionize medical care. A lot of
work still needs to be done to bring the full
power of genomics to the clinic.
To assess the impact of the Human Genome Project a decade after its completion,
scientists gathered at a symposium at the
National Institutes of Health last month.
The date of the symposium, April 25, also
marked the 60th anniversary of the discovery of the double-helical structure of DNA.
At its start, the genome-mapping effort

CEN TERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION

THE HUMAN GENOME PROJECT official-

DESPITE THE EARLY concerns, the Hu-

netic diseases with a known molecular basis.
There were 2,264 in 2003 and just 61 in 1990,
Green said. Similarly, the number of genes
with known disease-causing mutations has
more than doubled from 1,474 in 2003 to
2,973 today. The number was 53 in 1990.
The number of single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in public databases has
also increased dramatically as a result of the
Human Genome Project. Today there are
about 54 million, compared with 3.4 million
in 2003 and 4,400 in 1990, Green noted.
SNPs are variations that occur when a
single nucleotide—A, T, C, or G—in the genome differs among individuals. Multiple
SNPs in people with and without a particular disease can be examined in genomewide
association studies to determine whether
any SNPs are associated with the disease.
About 1,550 of these studies have been published since the completion of the Human
Genome Project, according to Green.
Collins believes such studies may be
useful for identifying new drug targets.
“The major advantage here is to understand disease pathogenesis and pathways
and to utilize that information to come
up with new ideas about therapeutics. We
have not taken advantage of that as we
might have, and it is time,” he said.
One disease where advances in genomics have already changed how patients
are treated is cancer. Doctors are linking
particular genomic profiles with outcomes
and deciding which drugs to give patients
on the basis of genomic information.
Currently about 11,000 tumors are being

2000 Drosophila
melanogaster
(fruit fly) genome
sequence
completed

THE SINGLE LARGEST application of ge-

netic testing to date is newborn screening,
said Jeffrey R. Botkin, a professor of pediatrics at the University of Utah. In 2003,
46 states tested for six conditions in newborns using a dried blood spot from a heel
stick. Today, all states test for more than 30
conditions from a dried blood spot, Botkin
noted. The change was driven by technology more than philosophical reasons, he
said. The Human Genome Project spurred
that technology development.
Despite advances in technology, genomics has yet to live up to its full potential for
routine clinical care. One of the reasons is
that it isn’t yet feasible to sequence the entire genome of every newborn in the U.S. to
predict a baby’s risk of developing various
conditions. Although the amount of time
it takes to sequence a human genome has
fallen dramatically from six to eight years
in 1990 to two to three days today, states do
not yet have the infrastructure to conduct
such large-scale testing or to manage the
counseling that is necessary when results
are disclosed.
Cost is also a concern. Assuming the
cost of sequencing drops as low as $1,000

Craig Venter
(left) and
Francis Collins,
then NHGRI
director,
celebrate
completion
of the draft
human genome
sequence at the
White House.

NHGRI

2000 Draft of
human genome
sequence
completed
Leaders
celebrate its
completion
at the White
House.

sequenced to identify subsets of cancer and
target therapy more effectively. Through
an effort called the Cancer Genome Atlas,
the goal is to have the sequences completed by the end of 2014. “Cancer patients
will clearly be one of the big early winners
due to genomic applications to medicine,”
Green said.

2002 Draft
of rat
genome
sequence
published

2005 Genographic Project
begins
National Geographic
magazine and IBM launch
the project to analyze
historical patterns in DNA
from people around the
world to better understand
human genetic roots.

2003 ENCODE begins
NHGRI launches the Encyclopedia of
DNA Elements, a public research effort
to identify all functional elements in
the human genome sequence.
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2008 Genetic Information
Nondiscrimination Act becomes law
President George W. Bush signs the act into law,
which prohibits the use of genetic information
for health insurance and employment.

2007 Human Microbiome
Project begins
NIH funds effort to
characterize the microbial
communities found at several
sites on the human body.

2003 Human Genome Project ends
The project is officially declared over.
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per human genome, with 4 million babies
born each year in the U.S., that amounts to
$4 billion per year for sequencing.
Sequencing every newborn child also
raises questions about the ethical, legal,
and social implications (ELSI) of the results. Since the beginning of the genome
project, NHGRI has invested about 5% of
its budget on ELSI studies. In total it has
spent about $300 million toward about 470
ELSI grants.
Work in this area focused congressional
attention on the potential for insurance
companies and employers to discriminate
against people on the basis of their genetic
profile. In 2008, Congress passed the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act
to address the issue. Other areas, such as
privacy, access to genomic data, and directto-consumer marketing of genetic information, have also been debated on Capitol
Hill. NIH is interested in how people would
use genomic information if they received it
from their doctors.
“We can say today that genomics is
beginning to have meaningful impact on
medicine,” Green said, pointing out that
the Food & Drug Administration requires
genetic information on the labels of 106
drugs on the market. The labels alert doctors that certain genomic information
should be considered when prescribing a
particular drug. Before the genome project, only four drugs had such labels, Green
noted.
Over the past decade, genomics has begun to play an important role in numerous
areas. But Collins gets annoyed when people
say, “We are in the postgenomic era.” That
won’t happen, he said, “until we actually figure out how the genome functions.” ◾
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2012 ENCODE results
are published
Results of the project,
covering more than 4
million regulatory regions
in the human genome, are
published as a coordinated
set of 30 papers in
multiple journals.

